Social media, political communication, and democracy (10 credits)

Workshop, 3rd term
2017-2018
14 and 15 May 2018

Please register with Adele.Battistini@EUI.eu

Organized by:
Professor Ellen Margaretha Immergut and Javier Ruiz-Soler

Instructors
Anamaria Dutceac (Lund University)
Michael Bossetta (Copenhagen University)

Location
Seminar Room 2

Description
This two-day workshop explores the question: How is the rise of social media affecting democracy? EUI PhD students will be introduced to the state-of-the-art in social media research and investigate how social media is changing democratic processes such as protest mobilization, civic deliberation, and political campaigning. Students will also learn how scholars are approaching social media data empirically, and upon completion they will be able to apply the knowledge gained to their own research projects.

Overview
Over the past decade, social media use has become nearly ubiquitous in Western society and beyond. Every day, 500 million messages are posted on Twitter, 4 million hours of video content are uploaded on YouTube, and 4.3 billion posts are made on Facebook. The new modes of communication enabled by social media are changing traditional democratic processes and altering longstanding power relations between politicians, the media, and citizens. Politicians have novel, sophisticated methods for political campaigning based on big data analytics; the media are increasingly pressured to fit their reporting to social media logics; and citizens engage with politics through online platforms that can aid in the organization of large-scale protest mobilizations. This course will provide students with an
overview of the changing political communication landscape, in order to equip them with the knowledge to critically assess the democratic implications of social media use in contemporary politics.

Using examples of strategies from extra-parliamentary politics as well as in electoral campaigns in the US, UK, and EU Member States, the workshop will explore questions such as:

- How are citizens and parties using social media as platforms for political mobilization?
- To what extent do citizens discuss politics online in a deliberative and meaningful manner?
- How do the different designs of social media platforms affect digital political communication?

Learning Outcomes

A. Knowledge and understanding
Upon completion of the course, the PhD student shall be able to:

- give a knowledgeable account of issues, theories and research relating to the relationship between digital media, political communication, and democracy
- be able to describe the digital strategies used by political parties and citizens during electoral campaigns and extra-parliamentary mobilization activities
- be able to explain how social media platforms are influencing contemporary democratic processes with real-world empirical examples

B. Competence and skills
- be able to interpret and critically review scholarly work on social media, political communication, and democracy
- be able to incorporate theories from the course into their own research projects
- be able to present, orally and in writing, how the knowledge gained from the course can inform future research designs

Course design
Teaching consists of lectures, compulsory seminars, and individual projects. The workshop will be structured in two blocks across two days. The first block consists of a series of lectures introducing the predominant theories used in studying social media’s political dimensions and presenting concrete cases of social media’s role in: extra-parliamentary politics (citizen activism and protests), citizen participation and campaigns for elections and referenda. The second block, scheduled for the second day, consists of a series of seminars where course participants will break off into groups and discuss the methods and approaches used in studying political communication on social media. Students will then apply the knowledge gained from the course by presenting short, individual research plans on how social media can be incorporated into their own research. To assist students in the process, the research plans will be based on a grant writing template, and the course instructors will provide feedback for each proposal. The written version of the research plan will be due electronically one week after the course.

Assessment
Examinations take the form of oral presentations at the compulsory seminars and written project work (9600 characters including spaces, excluding references).

Programme

Day 1, Monday May 14 2018 – Seminar Room 2

9.30 – 11:00  Lecture (1): Introduction: Social Media and the Changing Political Communication Landscape
This session introduces the major themes and structure of the course by situating contemporary political communication against the backdrop of wider trends in the
political and media landscape.

Readings (obligatory):


Readings (recommended):


11:00 – 11.30 Coffee break


This session introduces theories and examples of how social media is used to organize large-scale mobilizations and protests, with empirical examples from around the world.

Readings (obligatory):


Readings (Recommended):


13.00 – 14.30 Lunch

14.30 – 16.00 Lecture (3): Social media and political engagement: Information, expression, and political participation

This session focuses on citizens’ engagement with political content on social media. We discuss how citizens discuss politics on social media, the role of algorithms in shaping exposure, and how citizens use social media as a platform for mobilization during elections.

Readings (obligatory):


Readings (Recommended):


16.00 – 16.30 Coffee break

16.30 – 18.00 Lecture (4). Social media and political campaigning:

During this session, we look at how political actors (and their hired digital consultants) use social media for contemporary political campaigning. We also discuss how social media is changing traditional campaign structures.

Readings (obligatory):


Readings (recommended):


**Day 2, Tuesday May 15 2018 – Seminar Room 2**

9.30 – 11.00  **Seminar (5): Methodological approaches to social media data**
The course participants are required to review the literature assigned to the course and present, either individually or in pairs, an overview of the specific methodological approaches used to conduct social media research.

11:00 – 11.30  **Coffee break**

11.30 – 13.00  **Seminar (6): Group discussion.**
The course instructors present and distribute the project description template. Divided into small groups, the course participants discuss and give each other feedback on an idea for a research project relevant to their own research and inspired by the course’s topics.

13.00 – 14.15  **Lunch**

14.15 – 16.45  **Seminar (7): Presentation of project ideas**
The course participants present their course-related projects.

16.45 – 17:15  **Coffee break**

17.15– 18.00  **Feedback session (8)**
The course teachers provide feedback and recommendations to each presenter, based on their presentations.

*Tuesday May 22 2018, 5:00 pm – Written group project descriptions (9600 characters) due electronically*